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About This Game
Introduction
ThinkToDie Episode 2 is a level based puzzle platformer with over 95 levels where your goal is to die. You usually accomplish
this by smashing yourself with blocks, jumping into spikes or getting shot. Although it might seem very easy at first, you`ll soon
start to realize that as you progress and the more levels you pass, the harder it`ll become. A fun game shaping up the a suicidal
puzzler genre.
The game was designed to make you constantly think outside the box and find creative and new ways to kill yourself. As you
progress you`ll experience harder and harder levels, new items and objects.

About the game
Think To Die -Episode 2 follows the steps of Think To Die Part 1. Episode 2 however focuses much more on Quality than on
Quantity. Every level has its own level design, and every puzzle challenges the player anew. The music from Part 1 was taken
over and a few new background music tracks have been added. The game is now fully in 3D and the graphics have been
completely changed. The puzzles are way harder to solve and some controls (like the click-teleportation controls) haven been
improved and changed.
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Controller
The game is NOT meant to be played with a controller, however, it is possible to play most of the levels with it but is not
supported.

Features:
Over 90 unique levels
Playable in an optional cartoon look
New graphics
Funny & Fast gameplay
Auto Saves after passing a level
Option to skip any level (By pressing F10) in case you get stuck
No paid DLCs (All updates will be free)
Single-Player only & playable offline
And much much more...

Control-Keys:
W,A,S,D or arrow keys to move
F10 skips a level
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F8 flips camera
"C" changes player
"R" restarts level
"F1"enables/disables performance profiler
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Title: Think To Die 2
Genre: Casual, Indie, Strategy
Developer:
Felip Guimerà
Publisher:
FelGC.GamesDevelopment
Release Date: 14 Oct, 2016
a09c17d780
Minimum:
OS: Windows 7 , 64 Bit
Processor: i5
Memory: 4 GB RAM
Graphics: > 2 GB Graphics Card
DirectX: Version 11
Storage: 1 GB available space
Additional Notes: You need DX11 support & an aspect ratio of 16:9

English,French,German
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-Primera vez encontr\u00e1ndome con un humano
-Intento dialogar porque no tengo armas
-Me da un flechazo en un brazo
-Sigo tratando de dialogar
-Me dispara en una pierna
-Me rindo y me muestro indefenso
-Me dispara en la otra pierna
-Me roba todo el loot
-Muero desangrado
10\/10. The "game" has no point your a cube and you have to color the entire world you do this by holding down one of the
directional buttons until you make it around the world, while occasionaly hitting a tree to refill the color you have. The massive
amounts of achievements that this game has are pointless and range from literally pressing a button to actually impossible. No
joke it is impossible to color the entire world because of how ♥♥♥♥ed the map and npc's are, first of all the map is huge and
its going to take at least an hour to get a chunk of it done, secondly some npcs also spread around there own colors so you have
to cover there colors up with you own, and finally the map doesn't tell you the difference between the colors your spreading and
the colors the npc are spreading so its impossible to even finsih the main goal of the game. Overall its a piece of♥♥♥♥♥♥that
even if i was payed to beat this game i would not.. 7.5 hours great time !!! Need more content !!!!!!!!!. There is absolutely
nothing. Some music for what feels super long. It's like the blue, but more boring. I am sorry, but it is not worth the price. There
is only 1 scene and you can't move. The art direction is average at best. For the price there are much better VR experience out
there. I don't know, but this looks like it was throw together in one afternoon quickly.
Or did I miss the way to actually travel?
. Charming and cute puzzler.
Gets a bit tricky by the end, but not super hard.
I'd like to see a sequel with some more level features!. Insincere attempts to be a nostalgic throwback to classic FPS games of
the PS1 era, but it ultimately crumbles under the weight of terrible design choices, shotty gameplay and a host of bugs &
glitches. In just under 2 hours of total play time (at least 20 minutes of it spent restarting levels and the game itself), I was victim
to key items not spawning, cutscenes either cutting to black or knocking me to the desktop, and save files reverting progress.
The horrible graphics wouldn't be an issue if the game ran smoothly, but sadly, this is not the case. Insincere often has severe
frame rate drops even if only 1 or 2 enemies are on the screen. AI is either superhuman (enemies with 100% accuracy mow
through you from across the map) or mind numbingly stupid (they will walk away while you shoot them), with no inbetween.
There is some kind of story here (clones, AI constructs, and mutations ), but it is so poorly explained through its jittery
cutscenes and awful dialogue, that you will have little to no interest by the time you reach the conclusion.
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It makes me sad. Insincere initially reminded me of a game like Armorines, Turok, or System Shock. It starts off silly with a
goofy scientific premise that has the heart to go somewhere. Sadly though, the game just feels unfinished and abandoned, as if
the developer got bored and just threw it on Steam to die. There is a shell of a fantastic game here, but as it stands, Insincere is
best avoided.. The controls can get a little confusing at times but the game still is fun none the less.. Good, not Grand.
Reminded me of the game of life, enjoyed it to some extent balancing work, school, dating/children, and finances.
Like some other reviewers I also thought there'd be more in depth between relationships and there wasn't so much as a picture
of the person you marry just the (M) for man and (W) for women. As I was the cat (Chairman Meow) at the time it did not
apply to my beastial preference.
All joking aside after awhile it does become redundant as your basically running back and forth between work, school, and
home I'd give this game a 6.5/10 was entertaining for 20 something hours and then afterwards became more of a chore.
I enjoyed the initial concept of the game, just wish there was a bit more depth and content to keep you going. It felt like the
landscape could've been more detailed as it was just basically a newspaper-ish colorish background.
I also would've liked (and expected) preset characters rather than having to build your own that way the accomplishments
would've felt more enjoyable as if you actually worked hard and was invested in this predetermined person.
The customizable character is nice as an add on, but having preset characters with different traits that you have to work with
feels much more of an achievement than setting up your own.
For example: I was born behind a dumpster, but guess what I have a bachelors in law or accounting and can become a paralegal
or accountant making $20/hr off the bat, no need for me to work them garbage jobs to climb up even though I'm set back by my
alcohol and cigarettes, pardon my ex convict status I'll still be a baller cause they be hiring.
I barely touched any of the low ranking jobs, such as server, groundskeeper, salesperson, real estate agent, etc.
It was just more viable and easier to become a Teacher/Professor/Lawyer/Accountant/Engineer, not going to lie though the
Doctors degree was definitely a long stretch even having that as an achievement would've made this game better, I passed on
being a doctor too time consuming and eventually made just as much as a Lawyer $119/hr in New York.
After playing it for hours, the same things just keep happening over and over; rinse and repeat.
Was very close to giving it a positive review, but fell just short of it waiting to see if they get some in depth updates++
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It's not bad but not great either. There are many good ideas like team building, but they were not played out very well.
Characters are two-dimentional and lacks depth. You could almost guess what a certain person would say or do in a certain
situation. Their "big secrets" does nothing to make them more interesting or attractive. And the most important thing: story just
gets blander and blander after each chapter.. Hovv to dovvnload it :'(. This is a very bad Danmaku game; it has almost no
redeeming features. The game feels a lot more clunky than other Danmaku games, the OST sucks, the character design is stupid
and they're annoying. If you want a Danmaku game to play on Steam; DO NOT GET THIS ONE.. Hi gamers. Sadly I bought
this game on the reviews. Unfortunately it does not work with win 8.1 x64. So I can confirm what DJ Ricky D posted. It really is
a pity that this is not mentioned in the System Requirements since there are in some cases specific mention in this regard. The
intro movies plays just fine but at the options screen everything is an ugly pink and cyan. It also does not support 1920x1080
16:9. So if you run windows 8 stay away.. Damn you Phileas, damn you to hell!
This game is great but I might just be the worst player ever. I really don't mind losing that much against most of the characters
(especially not the mysterious Jessica) but there is something about that artistocrat smugness that really gets to me. I'll keep at it
though, honing my skills until I become the ultimate SkyScrapper. And then Phileas... then I'll hunt you down. And I will kill
you.
Seriously though, get a bunch of friends with controllers over and this is great competitive fun (even if you lose).. Disappointed
doesn't even come close to how I feel. The turn-based, tactical rpg that this game had going was really nice. I tried giving it the
benefit of the doubt, but the only way for you to become stronger is through loot boxes... I understand that there are those out
there who enjoy these types of things, but the RNG-susing is way too real. Really, it has good mechanics, and if character
creation was a thing I would continue playing.
Sadly, it is not.. This game is a delight, especially when there are so many other indie platformer games on steam without any
heart or hard work put into them. The soundtrack is catchy, the characters are expressive and fun, and the contols work great.
If I had to complain, the only thing I'd like to see would be more checkpoints or a way to save your progress.
Definitely buy this right before Halloween for a spooky adventure. Fun Game 10/10. It´s a nice game to spend time on
something and you don´t have anything to do. When you have finished the whole game i´d recommend you to buy second game
in the series after that.. Take a quick look at Trace Vector here
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dBSYa3fTSEE&list=UUBnJUfvP_CxGmbZEvHYEPoA
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